
hello & welcome to another round of pinetabs — the game in which contestants 

perform songs they’ve never heard before. tablature aka ‘tabs’ is a terrifically 

accessible method for guitar players to learn songs. they show you the chord 

shapes & when the chords change in reference to the lyrics. they dont, however, 

offer guidance for melody or rhythm, which in ordinary circumstances, when 

you’re looking up a favorite song to learn, it’s no prob — you know how the song 

goes. not so with pinetabs. the tabs in this case are being released in advance of 

the record. as such, we are presented with insufficient info to play the song 

accurately. but who cares about accuracy anyway? we have in its shape an 

opportunity! 

 

using the lyrics & chords in the tab of the mystery song in question, you’ll write 

your own melody, your own phrasing, you’ll make decisions about tempo & feel, 

choose how loud or quiet, & what instruments should be involved — all based on 

what the limited info sparks for you. a musical madlibs! 

 

we’re calling this iteration of the project #1i11 which is almost as good as 1?11 

but has the advantage of being hashtagable. #1i11 — you enter the space of the 

song with your ( “i” ) own sensibility! 

 

i sometimes think about when bob dylan played at jackles stadium, the minor 

leage baseball stadium at monclair state university, & a bunch of the pine 

parents & their friends went. for days after the concert they complained 

unanimously about bob’s reconfiguration of the melodies of all his most beloved 

hits. beyond recognition, total disfiguration! why would he do that! well this 

sparked an idea in some primal place in my soul, the place that no matter how 

old, you still get a kick out of befuddling your parents. maybe i could disfigure 

my own songs beyond recognition….but how? 

 

then, sometime later on, the group of lovely people responsible for releasing & 

distributing pinegrove albums were discussing the marigold strategy over a 

delectable thai meal. we wanted to continue posting tabs, which we’d done for 

skylight. we love it when people try their own renditions of our music, so why not 

make it as easy as possible? likewise we love when people sing along at our 

concerts, & sometimes not even singing back at us, but to each other! that is the 

best feeling, to know that our music is being used as a way for friends to deepen 

their connection with one another. 

 



in line with that sentiment, there’s an added element we want you to try. we loved 

how the marigold pinetabs went; i’m now getting word that instagram has a “remix 

this video” feature in reels. if you’re inclined, use this feature to collaborate 

together. extra points for transcontinental collaboration!! 

 

we have always loved attempting rearrangements of our songs, which began as a 

response to revolving membership &, i suppose, to boredom with the same old ways 

of playing em. this along with a guiding interest in sampling, recontextualizing, 

versioning, iterating can lead us into bold & exciting territory. we see, 

alternatively, what happens when we horde our discoveries & innovations — this 

very second intellectual property is being used to justify denying the vaccine to 

countries across the world. but the ideas of the world should be shared! & let us 

practice by bringing 11:11 into the world through the context of imagination & 

radical reconfiguration. these songs are yours to do with what you like — the 

creative commons is ours to plunder!! 

 

excited to hear your visions, 

pg<& 
 


